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ABSTRACT
A course on communication in the classroom was

designed as part of a program to bring education courses, taught by
regular university faculty, to Indian reservations, making it
pOSSible for an Indian student to continue working while taking
courses and to complete his degree in five years. This paper
describes the objectives and philosophy of the communication course,
the criteria used for student evaluaticns and the procedures used for
teaching the course. Specific objectives for each class are outlined;
they include generating an atmosphere of informality, demonstrating
that communication is a team process, and explicit instruction in
using teaching techniques and aids. Examples of classroom activities
for each of the sessions are detailed: human bingo, communication
Cycle, small group interaction, team building, questioning strategy,
Central idea and audience analysis, listening, informative speaking,
discussion, nonverbal communication, visual aids, library and oral
interpretation, persuasion, interviewing, and microteaching. The
procedure of each activity, what processes students went through and
learned about, and an evaluation of the activity are provided. A
final section discusses the results of the course and concludes that
it is a successfully way to teach classroom communication to Indians.
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TEACHING COMMUNICATION TO INDIAN EDUCATORS1
by

Daniel J. Julien, Jr., John W. Monsma

Take 360 miles of driving; lonely, wind-swept mesas; a
scattering of pinyOn pine; and a mixture of adult Navajo,
Hopi, and Sioux students. Mix these with two Caucasian in-
structors and you have the ingredients for a speech class
taught at the Toyei Boarding School (Bureau of Indian Affairs)
in the northeastern area of Arizona during the spring of 1972.
This paper is a report of what transpired during the twelve
class sessions.

Communication specialists have diversified their inveS-
tigations into many areas in recent years. Although this
diversification has forced attention on minority groups, re-
latively little inveptigation has been done with the American
Indian despite his rapidly increasing population.2 'Conse-
quently, the authors of this paper faced a challenging task
in bringing the course: "Communication in the Classroom"
to the Indian students at Toyei.

Northernn Arizona University is located near the border
of the Navajo and Hopi Reservations. Many Indians from these
reservations and nearby locations travel to the University
to complete the requirements for a teaching degree; others,
especially teacher-aides, find it impossible to attend re-
gular sessions because of the great distance. This latter
group is forced to work on degree requirements during summer
sessions, a process which could take as long as ten summers.
Thus, in the spring of 1971, the University implemented a
progrm which would take courses directly onto the reserva-
tions. These courses would be .taught by regular University
faculty, but would utilize the resources of schools operated
by the B.I.A. Courses would be available to anyone, but
would consist of classes required for students seeking a
teaching_degree. It now became possible for an Indian student
to continue his work, take courses on the reservation during
the academic year, come to N.A.U. in summer sessions, and
complete his degree in five years.

All elementary and special'education students at N.A.U.
Are required to take Speech 260, Communicatio n. in the Class-
room; secondary teachers must take this course or pass a
speech proficiency test, This class was made available at
the Toyei Boarding School in the spring semester of 1972,
the first time that Northern Arizona University had ever
offered a speech performance class in a reservation context,

Daniel J. Julien, Jr., is Assistant Professor of Speech;
John W. Monsma, kPh,D,, Indiana'Univeriity,'1966) is'
Associate Professor of Speech: both of Northern Arizona
Univeriity.in Flagstaff, Arizona.



The instructors oriented all objectives and goals of the
course toward the classroom--the situation in which the stu-
dents would eventually work as teachers. Although both instruc-
tors had had previous contact with Indian students in campus
classes, they began with the assumption that Indians in a re-
servation context might be different and, consequently, they
decided to compose general goals for the course, but to com-
pose the specific goals for any class session only after a
careful analysis of the preceeding meeting. The overall goals
included eight items:

1. To understand and utilize the communication cycle.
2. To score a 26% improvement on a listening test.
3. To understand and utilize good "rules" of visual aid

usage.
4. To understand and improve vooal and visual aspects of

delivery.
5. To understand and utilize basic patterns of organiza-

tion.
6. To appear confident in front of a group.
7. To understand the discussion method and to be able to

function as leader and/or discussant.
8. To improve ability to communicate through oral reading.

PHILOSOPHY

The uncertainty about the needs and backgrounds of the
students made it impossible to design specific behavioral ob-
jectives on any basis other than pass/fail. A series of
activities were therefore designed which would hok)efully not
only motivate the student, but would also allow him an oppor-
tunity to fulfill his own needs. In other words, the instruc-
tors saw their roles as being providers of situations and an
atmosphere or environment which would be conducive to learning.
The assignments would be flexible and the evaluatioD (when
used) would be lenient.

The instructors realized that many of the students might
come directly to class from their hogans, or at least, have
driven great distances from a remote village somewhere on the

! reservations. It was felt that the assignments in the course
should be relatively brief and not demanding of a considerible
amount of research, mainly because the resources probably
would not be available to the students. In addition to this,
most of the students in the class were engaged in some kind
of employmeftt: Some.wereteacher-aides; others were working
with Project Head Start; others were bus drivers or dormitory
counselors; all worked long hours.

Since individual needs of the students were expected to
be so varied, it was the decision of the instructors to de-
emphasize teacher input other than the meanial task of house-
keeping end relatively brief introductory remarks to introduce
units and to explain planned procedures, and to capitalize on
student participation. This meant that they would have to
sacrifice some "favorite lecture" material and to figure out
other ways to enrapture the students. The students themselves,
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then, would have to assume much of the responsibility for the
planning of the lessons, the administration of the process and
the evaluation--the teachers serving primarily as facilitators.
Hopefully, the methodology utilized in this class might serve
as a motivator for the student to use similar methods in his
own classes when he begins teaching.

It was necessary to make a number of assumptions: that,
1. The instructors could anticipate the general

needs of the students.
2. Activities could be designed and utilized to

meet the anticipated needs of the students and
thus fulfill the goals and objectives of the
course.

3. The students would not only be receptive to
such a plan, but would be willing tc assist
in its administration.

EVALUATIVE CRITERIA

The following criteria were presented to the students in
the first class session and reiterated during the second
session. Student reaction was encouraged and the criteria
below were generally approved.

1. Attendance--perfect attendance is expected; allowances
will be made for illness and emergency.

2. Punctuality--all work must'be submitted on time.
3. All major and minor written and oral assignments must

be completed.
4 The student is expected to be an effective, active

participant in class.
6. The attitude displayed by the student should be appro-

priate and in good taste.
6. The student should be willing to help his peers become

better communicators.
7. Most of the oral assignments will be treated as pass/

fail, unless the student wishes otherwise--in which
case, qecific criteria will be subjectively assessed
by the instructor.

8. All written assignments will be treated as pass/fail.
9. The student will assist in the evaluation process by

evaluating himself and his peers.
10. Records will be maintained by the instructor and a

final grade will be awarded based on the above criteria
(which essentially suggests that the student receive
an "A" if he attends regularly and does all of the
work--with no significant concern about qualitythe
assumption being that the activities of the class are
so designed as to yield expected results merely through
active participation. Thus, failure then can be only
for the instructors and not for the student.)



PROCEDURES

The instructors taught the first class on Monday, January
31; the class ran for three hours, beginning at 6:30 P.M.
Thirty-five people attended the first session, with most of
them forming the final core group of twenty-seven. The core
consisted of twenty-two Navajos, two Hopis, one Sioux, and two
Caucasions (a B.I.A. nurse and a special education teacher.)
All of the Indian students were born on a reservation, most
were in their twenties, most were married, most were women,
and most were employed full time. Some of the class members
drove nearly 200 miles round trip to come to class. The bulk
of the students had had previous college experience and all of
the students planned to teach some day.

The traditional concept of a "Who I am speech" was dis-
carded for the first class eession in favor of a human bingo
game, a game designed to encourage interaction. The instruc4a(,-
tors took part in this exercise. Later analysis indicated
that this exercise was highly successful in "breaking the ide"
between both students at.6 faculty.

After each class meeting, the instructors spent the bulk
of the three-hour return trip to Flagstaff analyzing the class
and planning the next sessions. (This discussion was inter-
spersed with warnings about horses and sheep on the road--the
reservation is open range.) This process was repeated after
each ensuing class. The sessions as they finally evolved,
included:

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES FOR CLASS SESSIONS

Class # OiectiVOs

1. Explain course objectives, goals
grading standards.

Generate atmosphere of informality
in communication cycle.

2. Demonstrate that optimum communi-
cation takes place when all
senses operate simultaneously,
and that communication is a
"team" process.

Introduce listening unit.
. .

Continue-listening unit ,.H,rort
Explain centralPidea;.afid: present

thr6e:.6oncepts of audience
analysis.



Class # Obsectives

5. Explain effective utilization of
visual materials.

Explain discussion method as it
applied to formal and informal
situations.

Explain non-verbal communication.

6. Presentation of visual aid
speeches.

Discussion and peer evaluation.

7. Processing of visual aid speech.
Present units on oral interpre-

tation and library research.

8. Presentation of oral interpre-
tation selections.

Explain types of research
available to communicators.

9. Develop understanding of importance
of persuasion in society and a
grasp of persuasion fundamentals.

Presentation of position statements.
Prepare Personal Data sheets for

next week.

10. Explain interview techniques.
Explain micro-teaching unit.

11. Presentation of micro-teaching
projects.

12. Completion of micro-teaching
projects.

Evaluation of class.

A more detailed analysis of some of the classroom
activities will demonstrate,some interesting results. Each

ol the following examples will be discussed in terms of
procedure, processing (a method which employs extensive
student feedbackl) and evaluation. The evaluation will in-
clude both student and faculty reaction,



SPECIFIC METHODOLOGY

ACTIVITY: HUMAN BINGO
Session #1

PROCEDURE:

1. Each student was given a grid, resembling a bingo grid,
on eic4ht and one-half by eleven inch ,paper. Each student
wrote his own name in the center square. (Appendix 1)

2. Each person was to approach another person, exchange
introductions and become acquainted with him.

3. Each exchanged grids, wrote his name in one of the squares
of the other's grid, returned it.

4. Each discovered at least one thing that would help to re-
member that person. Each made a note of that information
on the grid below that person's name.

5. Approximately two minutes itere allowed:for each interkiew
contact.

6. Students moved person to person until they reached every
other person in the room.

7. Time signals were announced periodically. (Note: From
our experience, students became engaged in conversations
and discovered that they were interested in each other
and the conversation went on for some time without regard
for time limitations.)

8. Upon completion of this phase of the exercise, the class
reassembled.
a. The instructor called out a name.
b. The students were to "x" the names as they were called.
c. The students volunteered information about that parti-

cular individual in a sharing manner (students could
add information to their charts during this phase).

d. The instructor called out a second name, and the
procedure continued until someone completed five in
a row and called "Bingo."

e. The student read his five names to "verify" his "Bingo"
--a step which is not very important.

f. If a name is called that the student did not have on
his grid, he wrote it in and recorded pertinent data.

g. The calling of names continued until all had been
called or until the instructor felt the need to "move
on. 11

PRoCESSING:

As with so many of the exercises in this class, the game
itself--the outcome was not of major importance. Even though
it may be fun to see the game through to completion, of more
ipportance is the answering of the question: "What happened
in the process of the activity?"
1. The students became engaged in interviewing.



2. They tested their ability to formulate and ask
questions.

3. They were establishing friendships.
4. They were breaking down barriers.
5. They were realizing some of their strengths and

weaknesses in communicating.
6. They were getting to know each other.
7. The instructors were actively involved in the game;

they introduced themselves as "Dan" and "John"
without the labels of "Dr." or "Mr."

8. Each student participated in fifteen to twenty
interviews.

9. Each student asked fifty to seventy-five questions
(which we thought was a major accomplishment since
many students don't ask that many questions in an
entire semester in most classes).

10. During the "processing" session which immediately
followed the game, the authors explored such questions
as:
a. What did you learn?
b. Why was the game effective: in what ways was it

céffective?
c. Were there shortcomings, did you experience problems?
d. Did you feel that anything of significance was

accomplished?
e. What were some of the things you wished you had done

differently, or if you were to play the game again,

what would you do differently?
f. What did you observe in your peers that were

strengths or weaknesses; in yourself? ,

g. What do you feel were some of the things we should
work on in this class to help you to become better
communicators, better interviewers, better question-
askers, better question-answerers?

EVALUATION:

Following each class session, the instructors processed
that class session and attempted to draw conclusions relative

to the attainment of the course objectives.
1. The students did become acquainted with one another.
2. A need was recognized for the learning of.questioning

strategy.
3. Interviewing techniques needed to be refined.
4. Central idea and purpose needed work.
S. The students seemed to recognize the need to improve

communication skills, as was reflected by their obser-
vations during the processing phase.

6. The instructors were able to remove some anxiety that
the students might have held toward them,



ACTIVITY: COMMUNICATION CYCLE AND RECTANGLES
Sessions #1&2

PROCEDURE:

1. The instructorsobbtained a Student, volutteer.
2. The student was assigned the task of describing a set f

,Aof rectangles on a sheet of paper. (Appendix 4)
' a. He had his back to the class.

b. He received no feedback.
c. The rest of the students could not laugh, interrupt,

groan, ask questions, or react in any other way.
d. The students attempted to follow his descriptions and

to duplicate the exact pattern on their own sheet.
e. The student was then asked to describe the rectangles

on a second sheet, this time allowing: eye contact,
free feedtack, interruptions, questions, etc.; however
he was noi to show them the pattern. (Appendix 5)

f. After he had finished the description he drew the two
sets of rectangles on the board and the students
corrected their own papers.

3. The instructorsiled discus6iontueingnsuähiquettions,As:
a. Under which conditions was the source most threatened?
b. Which conditions were most frustrating for the re-

ceivers?
c. What were the sources of the frustrations?
d. What were the reasons that the second set was easier

to follow?
4 Distribution of dittoed sheet diagramming the communication

cycle.
S. Instructor synthesization of the material.

PROCESSING:

1. The students effectively recognized the need for the full
cycle of communication.

2. Several principles of communication theory were pointed-.
out by the students.

EVALUATION:

1. The instructors were pleased with the results of this
activity; the objectives were effectively reached.

2. This activity led into succeeding assignments and served as
motivation to practice sound communication theory.

ACTIVITY: SMALL GiOUP INTERACTION
Session #2

PROCEDURE:

1. The class was broken into small groups of not less than
three each.
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2. Rotating roles were assigned or assumed by the members
of each group.
a. Focus - the presentor or speaker.
b. YiETTitatpr - the helper, kept the group moving and

6n bour66, assisted the focus.
c. Recorder - recorded pertinent data.
d. UEFETOs listendd, asked questions, volunteered

informaTon, helped when needed.
3. The role of the facilitator varied, i.e., in the dis-

cussion unit he became the leader of the discussion.
4. The role of the recorder also varied, i.e., he would

record data, he would feedback (completing the communi-
cation cycle), he would be a. paraphraser for the focus.

PROCESSING:

1. The students observed that the small group atmosphere
was reassuring and built confidence: they felt secure.

2. They felt that the actii/ity was helpful, especially in
finding topics for talks.

3. Relationships were reinforced.

EVALUATION:

1. The major difficulty was that the instructors could
not observe all of the interaction in all of the
groups since they were going on simultaneously.

2. The only equitable way to evaluate was pass/fail.
3. The enthusiasm of the students was refreshing.
4. The respective unit goals were successfully accomf-7.

plished via the small group vehicle.

ACTIVITY: TEAM BUILDING VIA SIX-INCH SQUARE5
Session #2

PROCEDURE:

1. A case was built for the need for team work in
communication.

2. The Six-Inch Square was introduced, cAmndix
. a. Students were arranged in groups of flve around

a table,
b. Each group was given an envelope with pieces for

five, six-inchipuzzles.
c. Goal was explaIned: each player was to form a

six-inch square.
d. Ground rules were explained.
e. Signal to begin was given.

3. The groups worked at their own rate,
4. As soon as a group was finished, the instructor scram-

bled the pieces and asked that the student do it again.
S. When the group had finished for the second time ther

members-were encouraged tbrmtiveaput the-room' and 6154.'
serve the progress of the othergroUps, without coaching.



6. After alligroupi hAd finished, the small groups re-
assembled to process the activity.

PROCESSING:

1. The need for verbal and non-verbal communication was
realized.

2. Human traiterwhia ihhibitteam7 wor3 and the(communigl-
cation process were realized.

3. The students recognized the need to help by sharing as
well as teaeivihg.

EVALUATION:

1. The students were excited about the exercise and felt
that it was meaningful.

2. The communication cycle was made more meaningful.
3. Individual traiterbtcame consp44uoust.:.
4. This was felt to be a very worthwhile activity, it

accomplished more than was anticipated.

k

t PROCEDURE:

ACTIVITY: QUESTIONING STRATEGY6
Session #2:

I. Instructors lectured and led discussion in an attempt
to re-vitalize the earlier recognized need for better
questions.

2. Instructors distributed a dittoed sheet of question
categories, i.e., descriptive, comparative, causal,
value, creative, etc. (Appendix 2)

3. Student questions and follow-up discussion terminated
the unit.

PROCESSING:

1. The unit increased awareness of value of var!ous kinds

1

of questions.
t2. The students indicated that they would handle he bingo

game differently, by asking,more creative kinds of
questions.

EVALUATION:

1. Motivation was difficultinstructors should have covered
the material when the need was first realized.

2. The dittoed sheet was of value.
3. The "lecture" was cooly received.
4. The instructors should have had a follow-up exercise to

test new knowledge of question-asking.

10



ACTIVITY: CENTRAL IDEA AND AUDIENCE ANALYSIS
Session #3

PROCEDURE:

1. The instructors lectured and led discussion on
background material;
a. Concept of central idea in communication situations.
b. Three concepts of audience analysis.
The instructOrs made extensive use of chalkboard.
The skills acquired were to be practiced on listening
unit.

PROCESS:

Processing was incorporated into discussion.

EVALUATION:

This material was essential, but perhaps could have
been more creatively disseminated.

ACTIVITY: LISTENING
Session #3

PROCEDURE:

1. The instructors reviewed listening problems experienced
earlier and re-established need for improvement via
teacher-led discussion.
The students and teachers decided to use the Xerox tape
program by Ralph Nichols as the instructional vehicle.7

3. Nearly two full pericds were devoted to li:itening
instruction.

4. The tapes were presented according to instructions in
large groups and included a pre-test and a post-test.

S. The students gave their responses according to direc-
tions: oral or written.

6. Periodic reviews of objectives and skills were pointed
out by the instructors.

PROCESSING:

1. The students progressively found the items on the tapes
to be easier.

2. Their performance on the pre-test was very low.
3. They had difficulty with the language, rate, dialect,

cultural orientation, etc.
4. They felt more confident in picking out central idea,

main points and following organizational pattern,
6. They becama fatigued.
6. Several suggestions were offered (see Evaluation)v:

ii



EVALUATION:

1. A marked improvement was reflected in the 1)ost-test.
2. The students felt more confident as effective listeners.
3. The rate of speech was far too fast for the average

student.
4. The dialects were difficult for students to handle and

may not have been necessary.
5. The tapes were culturally oriented to a whitt community"

and not to the Indian culture.
6. To be really effective, the instructors should have pre-

pared a series of tapes designed specifically for this
group.

ACTIVITY: INFORMATIVE SPEAKING
Session #4

PROCEDURE:

1. Background information was introduced by the instructors,
stressing: organization, central idea, main topics,
introduction, body and conclusion.

2. Assignment: prepare a short informative talk stressing
the items listed in #1 above.

3. During the next class session, the small group activity
was utilized.

4. The roles of focus, facilitator, recorder rotated until
each person had filled each role.
a. The fonus presented his informative talk.
b. The facilitator helped if help were needed.
c. The recorder wrote the central idea and main points

5. The group could become involved in a discussion of the
subject presented by the focus.

6. The group processed the presentation in terms of strengths
and weaknesses.

7. The recorder served as an evaluator and presented either
a written or oral critique. The other members of the
group reacted to the evaluation.

8. The focus wrote a composite self-evaluation in light of
his own feelings and the reactions from his peers.

PROCESSING:

1. Earlier positive reactions to the small group arrange-
ment were reaffirmed.

2. The students found the talks to be very informative.
3. The students felt rushed, pressured by time.

EVALUATION:

1. Because the instructors floated between groups, parts
of, if not all of, given presentations were missed;
thus, instructor evaluation was a difficult, if not
an invalid,ttabk,

12



2. Peer and self-evaluation were effe0tive.
3. Studetts were reluctant to give themselves a letter grade

for fear that it might be unreasonably high.
4. Strenths and weaknesses were recognized.
5. Certain communication skill needs which were identified

earlier were re-stated as how' being-partially fulfilled:
a. Organization.
b. Questioning strategy.
c. Listening.

ACTIVIM DISCUSSIONH
Sessións.#5&6

PROCEDURE:

1. Background information was presented by the instructors.
2. Stress was given to informal, small group kinds of

discussion as opposed to formal, public forms of dis-
cussion.

3. The instructors led a large group discussion for demon-
stration purposes.

PROCESSING:

This activity received little formal processing.

EVALUATION:

1. The decision was made to incorporate the discussion pro-
cess informally into the succeeding assignments rather
than to artificially set up panels, etc.

2. This treatment of discussion may have left some con-
fusion as to role responsibilities.

3. Even though one of the objectives was to show the value
of involvement, the above method of presentation needs
to be re-evaluated.

ACTIVITY: NON-VERBAL COMMUNICATION
Session #5

PROCEDURE:

1. Orientation to non-verbal communication was made by
the instructors.

2. A film strip and accompanying tape ware presented:8
3. Teacher-led discussion ensued.

PROCESSING:

1. Students became aware of reality of non-verbal
co,ticómmdlication.

2. Students recognized the need t6 control non-verbal
communication.



EVALUATION:

It was felt that the above exposure adequately intro-
duced the students to the effects and values of non-verbal
behavior in the communication process.

ACTIVITY: VISUAL AIDS
Sessions #5&6

PROCEDURE:

1. One instructor presented a visual aids talk, deliber-
ately building in certain faults, i.e.:
a. The aid was too small (HO model train engine).
b. Details were not pointed out.
c. He did not move about the audience.
d. He did not pass the aid around for the students to

handle.
e. The students'were not invited to move to the front

to examine the aid.
f. Too much factual, technical information was used.

2. The other instructor critiqued the presentation.
3. Teacher-led discussion on the use of visual aids ensued.
4. A second demonstration of a visual aids talk was pre-

sented which utilized some of the visual aids used by
former students.

5. This information and experience became the foundation
for the micro-teaching unit.

6. Assignment: Next week present a talk that will primar-
ily utilize visual aids.

7. The students worked in their small groups (focus, facil-
itator, recorder) to determine subjects for their talks
--the presentations were made to this same group.

8. Some of the presentations were recorded on video tape.
9. Students alternately served as speaker, discussion

leader, and discussants during the assignment.

PROCESSING:

1. It was interesting to note that the majority of the
presentations wale on subjects relative to Indian
culture, i.e.: rug weaving, pottery-making, basket-
making, fabric dyeing, etc. The students' interest
reflected a lack of familiarity with phases of their
own culture.

2. The students openly enjoyed this activity, often ex-
ceeding the alloted time.
Some students asked that they not be put on video tape
for personal reasons (probably religious); others were
not at all inhibited and reacted much the same as any
other univeriity student would.

4. The students felt that this was a good information-
sharing experience.

14



EVALUATION:

1. The authors had erroneously assumed that these Indian
students had much more in common than they really did,
even though many of them came from the same reservation,
tribe and culture.

2. The instructors were pleased with the results and felt
that they had made significant progress.

3. The students were now performing with relative ease--
the visuals helped.

ACTIVITYT LIBRART'AND ORAL INTERPRETATION
Sessions #7&8

PROCEDURE:

1. The class was moved to the school library. A guest
librarian from the University9 served as a resource
person and discussed the following:
a. Research that would be available to Indians on

Indian culture.
b. How to use libraries and indexes.
c. Introduction to the Mobile Library; membership

cards were distributed and filled out.
d. Introduction to the N.A.U. Library since most of

the students would 1)e on campus to complete their
program requirements.

e. Background material to be utilized in finding
material for the interpretive reading assignment.

f. A display of various books and indexes.
2. The instructors presented background material on the

oral interpretation of literature.
3. An oral interpretation evaluation form was discussed.
4. A Navajo student from campus was brought in as a

'nesource person to demonstrate effective reading
practices.10
a. She was an exceptionally fine reader and an at'

tractive person.
b. As a special surprise to thn class, we had asked

our guest to read, in Navajo, a short story written
by one of the students in the class.

c. She also read several other short selections and
a longer cutting from "Glass Menagerie" by
Tennesee Williams.

5. Between selectebons, the reader and the instructors
elaborated on technique.

6. Records were played to demonstrate special effects,
especially in the reading of children's literature.11

7. During the break and at the end of class, the students
examined the books and records.

8. The assignment:
a. Prepare an interpretive reading presentation.
b. Select "good" literature, but choose literature

that you enjoy.

15



c. Locate the material in the manner suggested by the
librarian.

d. Either select a variety of material and present it
in the form of a program, or select a theme and
present one or more selections on that theme.

9. The class was divided in half. The student presented
his selection before half the class and one instructor
in a rather formal manner. The instructor wrote an
extensive evaluation for each reader, and gave it to
him/her following the reading.

PROCESSING:

In teacher-led discussion, the students were made more
aware of the relevancy of reading in the classroom.

EVALUATION:

r-

1. Even though nearly two full class periods were devoted
to this unit, the instructors felt hampered by a
shortage of time.

2. The instructors were surprised at the cool, negative
response to the Navajo selection read in Navajo. It
seemed that our guest reader did not use the same
Navajo with which our students were familiar--it ap-
parently was a "text-book Navajo." Perhaps the Navajo
selection should have been omitted.

3. Earlier in the course, some of the students had indi-
cated apprehension to the reading assignment stating:
"Indians cannot read with feeling and expression."
It was felt that that doubt could be eliminated by the
building of confidence and self-image. Five students
failed to show up to do their readings, and did not
return for any additional class.sessions--this group
included the atthor of the Navajo short story and some
of her friends.

4. The formality of the atmosphere was not common in the
class up to that point; it may have inhibited the
readers.

6. The readers read with enthusiasm and read very well.
6. Many students read Indian stories and legends.
7. The students needed much more work with oral reading;

however, not in the traditional formal manner in which
it is normally taught.
The library material seemed to be well received. Several
students checked out books from the guest librarian.

ACTIVITY: PERSUASION AND CLENCHED FIST
Session #9

PROCEDURE:

1. Minimal background information on persuasion was presented
by the instructors.
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2. The class was broken into small groups of three:
facilitator, focus, recorder.

3. The facilitator sat opposite the focus with a tightly
closed fist.12

4. The focus attempted to persuade the facilitator to open
his fist; he could use any reasonable means at his dis-
posal.

5. The recorder wrote down the various methods used by the
focus to persuade.

6. The recorder also made note of the reactions of the
facilitator: at what points did he weaken? did he be-
come even more determined?

7. At a given signal from the instructor, or after the
focus had succeeded, the group was directed to process
what had happened:
a. What means were effective; ineffective?
b. What caused the person to open his fist?
c. What alienated_the_person, etc:?

8. The class reconvened to process the entire exercise.
9. The instructors capitalized on the basic persuasive

concepts which came from the students and extended them
into an extensive discussion of persuasion.

10. Immediately following the presentation by the focus,
the facilitator led a discussion with the focus becoming
a resource person.

11. The recorder wrote an evaluation for the focus.
12. The groups processed the activity.
13. The students were asgigned to prepare a short position

statement to be presented to a small group (focus,
facilitator, recorder, observers).

PROCESSING:

1. Some of the experiences and the persuasive concepts
reported by the students are listed below:
a. "open your fist or you will cut off the circulation"

(logic and invitation).
b. "...the pain will go away, it will not hurt you"

(find personal comfort).
c. "Why do the exercige? We see no purpose in it" (lack

of logical motivation).
d. "...we will get out earlier; you will be able to wash

your hand; let me try to read your palm" (bribery,
logic, trickery); This group finally resorted to
physical force.

e. "...shake my hand; remove your ring" (personal,
emotional, trickery). In this group, the focus took
the facilitator's purse and threatened to look in it.

f. The focus spoke in a pleasant voice and threatened
to become angry (reward and threat).

g. "...I will give you $1, $5 (bribe); your watch is
pretty (praise); now that / have it I will smash it
unless..." (threat and security).
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The students enjoyed the exercise even though they were
initially hesitant to use overt persuasion on their peers.

3. The students seemed to be able to relate the opening of the
kaenched'fiet'to tale opening of closed minds in a classroom.

EVALUATION:

1. The discovery method proved to be an effective way to
teach persuasion.

2. The instructors were pleased, if not amazed, with the
communication theory that evolved from the small group
processing.

3. This was felt to be one of the more successful exercises
used in the class.

ACTIVITY: INTERVIEWING
Ses6ion #10

PROCEDURE:

1. The teacher served as the resource person.
2. Various forms and purposes of interviews were discussed,

with emphasis being placed on the job interview.
3. Several publications were introduced.13
4. Materials from the N.A.U. Placement Office14 were distri-
'buted with instructions. The students could initiate
their placement file if they wished (not many did).

5. Each student was asked to type a Personal Data sheet
using the New York Life suggested format.

i6. DemonstratiOivintebvie*s were conducted by the instructor
with several of the students.

7. Teacher-led discussion followed.

PROCESSING:

1. Many students were unfamiliar with the concept of inter-
viewing, especially the job interview since the B.I.A.
uses other methods for screening.'

2. The students liked the idea of preparing a personal data
sheet since they had not done that before.
The materials from the Placement Office were well-received
and the students were pleased to learn of the extensive
service provided by the Placement Office.

EVALUATION:

1. The placement files were premature, the students should
have only been exposed to the materials.

2. The content of the material was adequate.
3. The demonstration was effective; however, the effectiveness

would have been increased if all students had engaged in
an interview.
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4, The Personal Data sheets were well-prepared and will
be useful in the future.to the student.
The presentation of the material and the unit in
general may have been too formal.

ACTIVITY: MICRO-TEACHING
Sessions #11&12

PROCEDURE:

1. This unit was designed to be a culmination of many
of the activities covered previously in the class.

2. The assignment:
a. Present a fifteen to twenty minute teaching unit

designed for the grade level and subject area
with which the student i?lans to work.

b. Utilize the skills acquired in earlier units, i.e.:
visual aids, inform'Ative and'persuasive speaking.

c. In advance of the presentation, the student sub-
mitted an outline of his plan to the instructor.
(Appendix 6)

d. During And following the presentation, there
should be inter-action with the class, involve-
ment of the "students," and considerable use
of audio-visual aids.

e. The unit may be a segment of a larger unit, if so,
the class should be oriented to the place 6E the
segment.

f. The speaker role-played the teacher; the students
in the audience role-played the students at the
appropriate level.

PROCESSING:

1. Many teaching and speaking ideas were shared and
learned--peer instruction.

2. Nervousness was virtually overcome.
3. Involvement and inter-action were effectively executed.
4. This activity was "fun."
5. Inter-action and use of visuals made the assignment

easier.
6. Students and faculty demonstrated papport; they

communicated as friends.

EVALUATION:

1. More time was needed.
2. The presentations should have been recorded on video tape.
3. The "teachers" and "students" effectively played their

roles.
4. A surprising number of "teachers" taught the same kinds

of activities commonly used for this assignment on campus.
S. Visual aids were superbly preparedthese students are

quite artistic.



FINDINGS

A careful analysis of the Toyei results indicates some
interesting findings.

The students in the class accomplished most of the eight
overall goals established at the outset. Specifically:

1. To understand and utilize the communication cycle:
Students alternated throughout the class as encoders and
decoders; they were successful in these aspects. They
expressed a new-found awareness of the variables present
in the cycle.

2. To score a 25% improvement on a listening test: Some
of the students experienced a great deal of difficulty
with the English language employed in the test; they
were forced to translate from the English into their
own language and then back into English for responses.
Nevertheless, the overall results were outstanding: the
average individual scored at least 100% better on the
post-test than on the pre-test.

3. To understand and utilize good "rules" of visual aid
usage: Not only did the students demonstrate a grasp
of usage fundamentals in their own presentations, but
their critiques of their peers indicated keen awareness
of how aids should be used and when they should be used.

4. To understand and improve vocal and visual aspects of
delivery: The instructors had expected student diffi-
culty with projection--a problem often encountered on
campus. No difficulty was encountered with this item
nor any general problems with other items of delivery.
Possibly the students' on-going experience as teacher-
aides, etc., had already enabled them to achieve a degree
of success in this area.

5. To understand and-utilize basic patterns of organization:
Again, campus experience did not hold true at Toyei. The
students showed little difficulty in organizing a pre-
sentation.

6. To appear confident in front of a group: Students communi-
cated to various size groups, varing from five to twenty-
five persons. Increased self-confidence was noted as the
course progressed- Students expressed satisfaction with
their improvement in this area; instructors attempted to
incorporate this satisfaction into a more positive self-
image.

7. To understand the discussion method and to be able to
function as leader and/or discussant; Moderate success
was achieved in this area, Students were more aware of
the components of discussion, but the bulk of their
understanding came in informal discussion; there was no
opportunity to go into formal discussion in depth.
To improve ability to communicate through oral reading:
This goal was accomplished for some students who became
aware of the opportunity to convey meaning by the way in
which something was read. For others, the assignment was
extremely traumatic and at least four students dropped
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the course rather than complete the assignment (this
was done without notification to the instructors),
Indian culture downplays expressiveness while speaking
and, consequently, most of the class felt 111 at ease
in a situation which called for expressiveness. Exten-
sive class discussion indicated the above, although most
of the class was willing to try the assignment. Any
future courses on the reservation will have to approach
reading from a different point of view, recognizing the
cultural problem but also making clear that Indians
who plan to teach in non-Indian schools may have to
play two roles.

Professor Lynn Osborn wrote an article in 1967 entitled:
"The Indian Pupil in the High School Speech Class'."15 Al-
though Osborn dealt only with high school pupils, a comparison
with the Toyei students might prove profitable. Osborn noted
feelings of insecurity and inadequacy, irregular attendance
patterns, insensitivity to audience response, and a natural
reticence and shyness. These factors were noted at Toyei,
especially the items related to insecurity or, as the authors
describe it--self-image.

Most of the students in the class initially seemed to lack
a positive self-image. This was especially obvious when the
interpretative reading unit was introduced. A typical reaction
was, "Indians can't !ead." Class experience proved this con-
cept false, but the comment does indicate a problem with
self-image. Any teacher of Indians will need to discover
learning experiences which will improve self-image. A review
of the Toyei classroom activities will reiterate the authors'
attempts to solve this problem.

Attendance was a continuing problem at Toyei. Twenty-
three of the twenty-seven students were absent at least once;
and eight at least four times; only four had perfect attendance.
An accurate analysis is virtually impossible, however, when
one considers that most of the students depended on rides, some
were detained by family problems such as sick children, or some
might have been too physically exhausted to drive the distance
to class after completing a full day of work.

The insensitivity to audience response and the natural
reticence and shyness is probably a result of cultural mores.
The students, when discussing these phenomena, noted that
Indian children are taught never to look an adult in the
eye when talking to him and to keep the voice level low during
the conversation. In addition. the instructors were told,
some of the more traditional Navajos even consider it immoral
for an unmarried man and woman to look each other in the eye.
Such mores undoubtedly have some carry-aver into adult life
and probably account for what was observed.

Osborn also noted student difficulty in choosing topics;
inadequate background training in necessary research techniques,
idea development, and organizational skills; serious stage
fright problems; and vocal impediments (mumbling, projection,



etc.). The authors experienced none of these at Toyei,
possibly because the students were already engaged in daily
teaching activities and possibly because of the manner in
which topics were selected and speech situations established.
Every effort was made to establish realistic speaking situ-
ations at Toyei.

In addition to the above, there were other significant
findings. The first of these was a growing awareness on the
part of the instructors that it is difficult to define the
term Indian. Should it be done in terms of culture? race?
tribe? There were Indians in the class who were very tra-
ditional, such as those who preferred not to be video-taped
(the soul,must not be captured on film); there were Indians
in class almost totally ignorant of their cultural mores and
customs. Obviously, acculturation was difficult to measure.
As one drives across the reservation observing the ancient
hogans, tents and tar-papered shacks, the pickup truck seems
as much of a puzzle as did the identity of many of our stu-
dents. Somehow, we had become involved in an,anachronistic
setting. Our students seemed to be engaged in a struggle
between the old and the new. The students, with whom we
were working, were for the most part, employed in roles which
imposed Caucasion values. Their attire would be more com-
monly found in the neighboring villages off the reservation.
Wealth, often measured by the size of the flock, now became
a matter of the hourly rate. A couple of our students
talked Indian culture, but seemingly did not practice it.
Aside from striving to improve basic communication skills,
no attempt was made to acculturate our students*, as a matter
of fact, they were encouraged to perform within the realm
of their culture and experience with their newly acquired
skills. There is always a real need for the instructor to
get to know each person as an indivieAual before establishing
specific learning goals.

The students in the class expressed a real desire to
get to learn the communication process better and, at the
conclusion, expressed satisfaction with the practical out-
come of the course. The Toyei experience clearly demon-
strates a need to adapt communication teaching to the
reservation. There is a need to assess just how communi-
cation functions within the Indian culture and to discover
means by which the Indian can improve himself.

Various writers have remarked about the Indian diffi-
culty with abstract concepts. Most of the students in this
class seemed to have the same problem. Lectures needed to
have numerous examples and illustrations in them if compre-
hension was to take place. Presentations which revolved
mostly around theory would not work. In addition, examples
and illustrations needed to be relevant to the reservation;
many of the students had not traveled far from home and many
were not familiar with experiences and events which educators
often take for granted.

Finally, any course taught in this type of context,



needs to take physical hardships into account. The students
were tired after already working a full day (so were the
instructors1); a three hour class aan be a significant addi-
tional burden. Expectations and assignments must be geared
to this type of situation.

The Toyei experience was thrilling. The challenge was
real, the results were obvious. There is an exciting oppor-
tunity awaiting universities who are willing to get involved
with teaching communication to Indians. The work is difficult;
teachers must be able to abandon traditional methods of teach-
ing and rethink on-campus ctiteria. The reward, however, is
real as one observes a student improving both his self-image
and his communication skill, knowing that he will now be a

, more effective classroom teacher.
Some think that the reservation is a lonely place; the

authors found it to be inviting and attractive. Some look
at Indians with celluloid sterotypes; the authors found them
to be real people. More faculty need to leave their sacred
halls and go where people have need!
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QUESTION CA3GORIES Appendix 2

Too often conversations drag and we fail to elicit de-
sired information because we are unable to frame questions
to accomplish these ends. Too often the answers gained are
merely variations of, if nct explicitly, "yes" or "ne.
Some kinds of questions will usually stimulate a person to
reveal more of himself and of his experience. Awareness of
such categories can go far in enabling an individual to be-
come a more successful conversationalist, to get better
acquainted, and to gain desired information.

These include:

1. DESCRIPTIVE--What is it like? What kind of situation
is it?

2. COMPARATIVEHow are two or more things different or
alike?

3. HISTORICALHow did things get the way they are?

4. CAUSAL--What is the reason for such a thing?

5. EXPERIMENTAL--If you do this, what will happen?

6. PREDICTIVE--What will it be like ten years from now?

7. VALUE--What is good, better, best? What do you like
about it? What do you dislike about it?

8. APPLICATION--How is this relevant to your situation?
How can this be changed to fit your situation?

9. METHODOLOGICALHow can I find out? How can I do this?

10. CREATIVE--How can this be improved? How can it be
changed?
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FIVE SQUARES--SIX-INCH PUZZLE Appendix 3

A

311 311 , 311 3 11

A E

.311 3 11 6"

DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING: .

Cut from tag board or other substantial material according
to patterns above and mark with appropriate letter. All mea-
surement must be precise (3" x 6") so that pieces will inter-
change accurately. Place one complete set of five squares
in an envelope.

PROCEDURE:
Arrange in groups of five around table or other hard

surface. Each group is given envelope with pieces. Each
player takes all of the pieces marked with a single letter of
the alphabet.

GOAL:
To have each player form a 6" square.

GROUND RULES:
1. You may pass one of your pieces to another player at

one time.
2. You may not talk.
3. You may not gesture.
4. You may not touch another person's pieces.

PROCESS:

Discuss how goal was achieved. Feelings about helping.
Why pieces were passed. How to help. What are the implica-
tions for communication? In what ways does this exercise the
need for teamwork in the communication process? What were
some of your frustrations? Did you willingly give? receive?



NO. I ONE-WAY COMMUNICATION

INSTRUCTIONS: Study the figures urawn on this
sheet. You are to instruct the members of the
group how to draw them. Begin with the upper-
most rectangle and describe each in succession,
taking particular note of the relationship of
each to the preceding one. No questions are
allowed. No hand signals are allowed. You are
to be seated with your back to the audience.

Appendix 4
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NO. 11 TWO-WAY Appendix 5
COMMUNICATIONS

INSTRUCTIONS: Study the figures drawn
on this sheet. Facing and in full view
of the group, you are to instruct the
members how to draw them. Begin with
the upper-most rectangle and describe
each in succession, taking particular
note of the relation of each to the
preceding ones. You are to make no
hand signals. Answer all questions
from participants and repeat if neces-
sary.



Name

Title

Central Idea

MICRO-TEACHING
Evaluation

Appendix 6

Grade Level

Topical Outline:

Audio/Visual Aids used:

Evaluation:

Voice

Movement

Content

Organization

Appearance

Use of Audio/Visual Aids

Name

Appropriateness/Effectiveness

Inter-action with Audience

Additional comments and suggestions

Grade
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